There has been a recent industrial effort to develop multi-resource hierarchical schedulers. However, the existing implementations have some shortcomings in that they might leave resources unallocated or starve certain jobs. This is because the multi-resource setting introduces new challenges for hierarchical scheduling policies. We provide an algorithm, which we implement in Hadoop, that generalizes the most commonly used multi-resource scheduler, DRF [1], to support hierarchies. Our evaluation shows that our proposed algorithm, H-DRF, avoids the starvation and resource inefficiencies of the existing open-source schedulers and outperforms slot scheduling.
ing decisions taken by these frameworks. For this reason, much research has gone into improving datacenter schedulers [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8] . A key feature of all production cloud schedulers is hierarchical scheduling, which enables scheduling resources to reflect organizational priorities. Most production schedulers today support hierarchical scheduling (e.g., Hadoop Capacity Scheduler [6] and Hadoop Fair Scheduler [9] ). As an example of hierarchical scheduling, an organization (see Figure 1 ) might dedicate 60% of its resources to the ad department, and 40% to the dev department. Within each department, the resources are further split, for example 70% for production jobs, and 30% for test jobs. The key feature of hierarchical scheduling-which is absent in flat or non-hierarchical scheduling-is that if some node in the hierarchy is not using its resources they are redistributed among that node's sibling nodes, as opposed to all leaf nodes. For example, if there are no test jobs in the ads department, those resources are allocated to prod jobs in that department. Most organizations that we have spoken to-including Facebook, Yahoo, and Clouderause hierarchical scheduling to allocate resources according to organizational structures and priority concerns.
Recently, there has been a surge of research on multi-resource scheduling [10, 11, 12, 13] . It has been shown that workloads in data centers tend to be diverse [14] , containing a mix of jobs that are CPUintensive, memory-intensive, or I/O intensive [15, 16] . Therefore, efficient scheduling in datacenters requires taking multiple resource types into account. Otherwise, the scheduler might make allocations based on irrelevant resources (e.g., CPU), ignoring the actual resource needs of jobs (e.g., memory), ultimately leading to poor performance isolation and low throughput for jobs. To handle multi-resource workloads, a new scheduler, called Dominant Resource Fairness (DRF), was recently proposed [1] and shipped with the open source resource manager Mesos [17] . Since DRF's introduction, a string of follow-up papers have analyzed, improved, and extended DRF [10, 11, 12, 13] . Unfortunately, DRF does not have support for hierarchical scheduling.
The need for multi-resource scheduling with the additional requirement of supporting hierarchical scheduling is crucial and has, therefore, led to an industrial effort to provide multi-resource hierarchical scheduling. The Capacity scheduler [18] was rewritten for Hadoop NextGeneration (YARN) [19] to provide multi-resource DRF allocations. Furthermore, work is underway to extend the Fair Scheduler to support DRF [20] . These efforts have been initiated and led by the companies HortonWorks and Cloudera independently of this work.
However, the combination of hierarchical and multiresource scheduling brings new challenges that do not exist in the traditional single-resource hierarchical setting, and are not fully addressed by these production efforts. Naive implementations of multi-resource hierarchical schedulers can lead to the starvation of some jobs, certain sub-trees in the hierarchy not receiving their fair resource share, or some resources being left unallocated ( §3). Identifying the shortcomings is a start, but coming up with an algorithm that avoids these pitfalls is a larger challenge.
In this paper we introduce an online multi-resource scheduler, called H-DRF, that supports hierarchical scheduling. H-DRF guarantees that each node in the hierarchy at least gets its prescribed fair share of resources, regardless of how others behave. We refer to this as the hierarchical share guarantee, which is an important isolation property. It implies that no job will starve, but also that each group in the organization gets its allotted share, two desirable outcomes not provided by other approaches. Finally, H-DRF is group-strategyproof, which means that no group of users can increase their useful allocation as a whole by artificially inflating or changing their resource consumption. This property is trivially satisfied when there is a single resource, but becomes nontrivial to satisfy in multi-resource settings.
We have implemented our H-DRF algorithm for Hadoop 2.0.2-alpha (YARN) [21] . Evaluations show that H-DRF outperforms the existing implementation of the Capacity Scheduler [6] in terms of efficiency and job starvation. Also, through simulations on a Facebook cluster trace and example workloads on our prototype, we show that H-DRF outperforms hierarchical slot schedulers by better packing of jobs and achieving a higher throughput.
Background
We begin by providing background on hierarchical scheduling and multi-resource fairness.
Hierarchical Scheduling
Notation. A hierarchical scheduler is configured with a weighted tree, such that each node in the tree has a positive weight value (see Figure 2 ). The weights denote relative importance and do not have to sum to 1. The leaves in the tree denote the jobs (or users) 1 that are ultimately to be allocated resources, whereas the internal nodes represent organizational or hierarchical groups. We assume each job/user submits a set of tasks, whose demands are not necessarily known in advance. A node in the tree is denoted n L where L is a list of numbers that describe how the node can be found when starting at the top of the tree and going down, left to right. The root node of the tree is n r . For example n 2,1,4 is found by starting at the root, picking its second (from left) child, picking that child's first child, and that child's fourth child. We denote the weight of node n L 's weight by w L . The parent of a node is given by P(), i.e., P( 2, 2, 1 ) = 2, 2 . We write P i (L) to refer to the i:th predecessor of node n L , i.e., P 3 (L) = P(P(P(L))). Similarly, the set of children of a node is given by C(). We mostly only care about the set of nodes that are currently demanding more resources. A leaf node is demanding if it asks for more resources than are allocated to it, whereas an internal node is demanding if any of its children are demanding. The function A() takes a set of nodes in a tree and returns the subset of those nodes that currently are demanding.
Hierarchical Share Guarantee. The main idea behind hierarchical scheduling is to assign to each node in the tree some guaranteed share of the resources. A node in the hierarchy is entitled a fraction of resources from its parent proportional to the ratio of its weight to that of its demanding siblings' including itself. That is, a node n L is guaranteed to get a fraction of resources from its parent n P(L) of at least:
In the example in Figure 2 , assume there are 480 slots 2 in a cluster, and that all nodes are demanding. Then, n 1 and n 2 should get 240 slots each, as they have the same weight, 1. One level down, the children of n 1 should get a number of slots from their parent's allocation proportional to their weights, i.e., n 2,1 should get 48 (= 240/5), while n 2,2 and n 2,3 should get 96 (= 240×2/5) each.
The above hierarchical share guarantee captures a key feature that hierarchical scheduling provides, called sibling sharing, which enables resources to stay within a sub-organization in the hierarchy when jobs finish within that sub-organization. Sibling sharing guarantees that if a node in the tree leaves, its resources are given to its demanding siblings in proportion to their weights. If it has no demanding siblings, the resources are given to its parent, which recursively gives it to the parent's siblings. For example, if all nodes are demanding and n 2,3 leaves, then its 96 slots are split 32 and 64 to n 2,1 and n 2,2 , respectively. Unlike flat scheduling, nothing is given to n 1 or its children, unless there are no demanding nodes in the subtree of n 2 .
Dominant Resource Fairness (DRF)
Many datacenters exhibit a diverse workload, containing a mix of jobs that can be CPU-intensive, memoryintensive, or I/O intensive [15, 1] . A multi-resource fairness mechanism known as Dominant Resource Fairness (DRF) [1] introduced the concept of a job's (user's) dominant resource, which is the resource that the job needs the highest share of. DRF seeks to equalize the dominant shares across all jobs (users) in a cluster. A job's dominant share is simply the share of its dominant resource that it is currently allocated.
For example, if a cluster has 100 GB of memory, and 100 CPUs and each of a job's task requires 3 GB of memory and 2 CPUs to run, memory is the job's dominant resource because each of its tasks requires 3% of the entire cluster memory whereas it only requires 2% of the entire cluster CPUs.
If the same cluster runs two jobs whose task requirements are 3GB, 2CPUs , and 2GB, 3CPUs , each job receives a dominant share of 60 100 = 0.6 (or 60%) as shown in Figure 3 . This is unlike single-resource fairness, in which the sum of all jobs' dominant shares can never be more than 1.0 (or 100%). We call this phenomenon of jobs having complimentary dominant resources leading to the sum of dominant shares being more than 1.0 as dovetailing.
Note that one of the important aspects of multiresource fairness, as identified in DRF [1] , is that some job might have zero demand for some resources. For instance, some jobs might not need to use GPUs or specialized hardware accelerators. This is likely to increase as more resources are accounted for by schedulers. 
Hierarchical DRF (H-DRF)
We first adapt the definition of static dominant share allocation in DRF [1] to support hierarchies ( §3.1). We shall call such allocations Static H-DRF allocations. However, achieving the static H-DRF allocations in a dynamic system is non-trivial. §3.2 and §3.3 describe the shortcomings of two existing approaches that could be used to achieve the static H-DRF allocations in a dynamic setting -Collapsed hierarchies and Naive H-DRF. Finally, we propose our solution -Dynamic H-DRF in §3.4. Although we assume in this section, for simplicity, that all nodes have the same weight, our discussion can be generalized to multiple weights in a straightforward fashion (c.f., [1] ).
Static H-DRF Allocations
We develop a static version of DRF to handle hierarchies. The static definition is not meant to be used for scheduling, but rather to define the allocation. The dynamic algorithm is instead used to schedule resources to achieve the static allocation.
The main aim of static H-DRF allocations is to equalize the dominant resource share between each pair of sibling nodes in the hierarchy. Given a set of nodes(jobs)
consumed resources, initially 0 n r root node in hierarchy tree C(n) children of any node n P = P 1 (n i ),
resources given to node n i , initially 0 P = / 0 n i = n r while resources exist to allocate more tasks do while n i is not a leaf node (job) do P = P ∪ n i n j = node with lowest dominant share s j in C(n i ), which also has a task in its subtree that can be scheduled using the current free resources in the cluster
Resource shares
with demands and a set of resources, static Hierarchical DRF (H-DRF) starts with every job being allocated zero resources, and then repeatedly increasing each job's allocation with a thin sliver (ε) of resources until no more resources can be assigned to any node. The final assignment constitutes the static H-DRF allocation for the given nodes' demands and total available resources. More precisely, at each moment, record the amount of resources assigned to each leaf node (job) in the hierarchy. Internal, non-leaf, nodes (sub-organizations) are simply assigned the sum of all the resources assigned to their immediate children. Start at the root of the tree, and traverse down to a leaf, at each step picking the demanding (c.f., §2.1) child that has the smallest dominant share. In case of tie, randomly pick a node. Then allocate the leaf node an ε amount of its resource demands, i.e., the resource demand vector of that node is resized such that that node's dominant share is increased by ε. 3 Algorithm 1 shows pseudocode for how static allocations are computed.
For example, the H-DRF allocation for the hierarchy in Figure 4 (a) can be computed as follows in a system with 10 CPUs and 10 GPUs. Node n 1,1 is first assigned 3 e.g a if a node demands 1CPU, 2GPU , with equal amounts of both resources in the cluster, the node is allocated ε 2 CPU, εGPU ε, 0 . This makes n 1 's dominant share ε. Thereafter, n 2 is traversed, since it has a lower dominant share than n 1 , picking n 2,1 , which is assigned ε, 0 . Next, n 2,2 assigned 0, ε . This puts n 2 at ε, ε , which gives it a dominant share of ε. This process is repeated by assigning ε tasks until some resource is completely exhausted, which in this case will be CPU. At this point, nodes n 1,1 and n 2,1 become non-demanding as they cannot be allocated more resources, as all 10 CPU resources have been allocated. Thereafter, the process continues by assigning 0, ε tasks to n 2,2 until all GPUs have been assigned. This defines the H-DRF allocation to be 5 CPUs,0 GPUs to n 1,1 and n 2,1 each, and 0 CPUs,10 GPUs to n 2,2 ( Figure 4 (b) depicts the allocation).
However, in a cluster, tasks finish and new ones are launched. Re-calculating the static H-DRF allocations for each of the leaves from scratch at the arrival of each new task is computationally infeasible. The following subsections will formulate an algorithm that achieves the static-HDRF allocations in such dynamic settings.
First attempt: Collapsed Hierarchies
One well-known approach, which we call collapsed hierarchies [22] , converts a hierarchical scheduler into a flat one. The idea is to take the hierarchical specification and compute what the corresponding weights for each leaf node would be if the hierarchy was flattened. These weights are then used with a flat scheduler, such as the original weighted DRF algorithm [1] . Each time jobs are added, removed, or change their demand-status, the weights are recalculated. For simplicity, we ignore how recalculation is done as this approach breaks down even without recalculation.
This approach always works when only one resource is involved. Interestingly, the approach fails to work when multiple resources are scheduled. In particular, it will violate the hierarchical share guarantee for internal nodes in the hierarchy if they dovetail.
Consider a slight modification to the example hierarchy in Figure 4 (a), where n 1,1 instead wants to run tasks with demands 1 CPU, 1 GPU :
The hierarchy is flattened by assigning to each node a weight that corresponds to the product of its weighted shares in the hierarchy from the leaf to the root. Nodes n 2,1 and n 2,2 are each assigned 0.5×0.5 = 0.25, since they each are entitled to half of their parents allocation, which is entitled to half of the cluster. Node n 1,1 is similarly assigned 0.5×1.0 = 0.5. These weights accurately capture the share guarantee for each leaf node. We now run the original non-hierarchical DRF algorithm [1] configured with these weights and get the following allocation:
CPUs GPUs
Job n 2,1
33%
Job n 1,1
66%
Job n 2,2
33%
66%
Since n 1,1 has twice the weight of the rest of the leaves, DRF will increase its dominant share at twice the rate of those other nodes. Both resources, CPU and GPU, will then saturate when n 1,1 is allocated 2 3 of the CPUs and GPUs, and n 2,1 and n 2,2 are allocated 1 3 of their respectively demanded resource. While each leaf node's hierarchical share guarantee has been satisfied, the internal node n 2 has only gotten 33% of resources as opposed to its entitled 50%, violating the hierarchical share guarantee.
The above problem is new in the multi-resource setting. Consider a modification to the problem that turns it into a single-resource problem. Assume that n 2,2 would have demanded 1 CPU,0 GPUs , thus making all jobs only demand CPU:
Then the above method would allocate 50% of the CPUs to n 1,1 , and 25% each to jobs n 2,1 and n 2,2 , satisfying the hierarchical share guarantees for all nodes in the hierarchy. The problem in the multi-resource setting is that dove-tailing of resource demands, i.e., that jobs have complementary resource demands (n 2,1 's 1, 0 and n 2,2 's 0, 1 in the example) "punishes" the parent nodes.
Second Attempt: Naive H-DRF
We now turn to a natural adaptation of the original DRF to the hierarchical setting and show that it can lead to starvation. In particular, we show how the hierarchical share guarantee is violated for leaf nodes. In fact, the current Hadoop implementations, which implement hierarchical DRF [18] , take this approach and, hence, suffer from starvation as we show in the evaluation ( §5.2). Consider a dynamic algorithm-which we call Naive H-DRF-that simply assigns a task in a similar manner to how the static H-DRF allocation is computed each time resources become available i.e., traverse the tree from root to leaf, at each step pick the demanding child with smallest dominant share, until a leaf node (job) is reached and allocate one task to that leaf node.
To see how starvation can occur, consider the example hierarchy given in Figure 4 (a), and assume 10 CPUs, 10 GPUs, and three demanding leaf nodes.
The algorithm will initially allocate 5 CPUs each to n 1,1 and n 2,1 , and 10 GPUs to n 2,2 , as illustrated in Figure 4 (b). The problem occurs when when tasks finish and new ones are launched. Consider when job n 2,1 finishes a task, which has dimension 1 CPU,0 GPUs . The dynamic algorithms traverses the tree, but notes that the internal node n 2 has a dominant share of 100% (10 GPUs out of 10 total). It will therefore pick n 1 and finally allocate a task to n 1,1 . This will repeat itself until job n 2,1 is completely starved and 10 CPUs have been allocated to n 1,1 and 10 GPUs to n 2,2 . At this point, the algorithm has equalized and allocated a dominant share of 100% to each group n 1 and n 2 , but has violated the hierarchical sharing guarantee for node n 2,2 , which is allocated zero resources. This leads to the following allocation: 
Our solution : Dynamic Hierarchical DRF
We now derive the Dynamic Hierarchical DRF algorithm, H-DRF. We do so in two steps, combining two ideas that together achieve static H-DRF allocations, do not suffer from starvation, and satisfy the hierarchical share guarantee.
Rescaling to Minimum Nodes. Starvation happens in the Naive H-DRF algorithm because of the way the algorithm attributes resource consumption to internal nodes. In the example of Figure 4 (b), node n 2 is attributed to have a dominant share of 100% since one of its jobs (n 2,2 ) has a dominant share of 100%. Naive H-DRF keeps punishing n 2,1 as long as n 2,2 has a higher dominant share than n 1,1 . We therefore change how resource consumption is attributed at internal nodes.
To compute the resource consumption of an internal node, proceed in three steps. First, find the demanding child with minimum dominant share, M. Second, rescale every child's resource consumption vector so that its dominant share becomes M, i.e., each element of a resource consumption vector with dominant share D is multiplied with M D . Third, add all the children's rescaled vectors to get the internal node's resource consumption vector.
Consider, for example, how n 2 's resource consumption vector is computed in the example given in Figure 4 . First, the children of n 2 have dominant shares 0.5 and 1.0, respectively, yielding the minimum M = 0.5. Second, we rescale each child's whole resource consumption vector to have a dominant share of 0.5. This means that n 2,1 's vector is rescaled to 0.5 0.5 × 0.5, 0 = 0.5, 0 . Similarly, n 2,2 is rescaled to 0.5 1.0 × 0, 1 = 0, 0.5 . Third, the internal node n 2 's resource consumption is the sum of those vectors, i.e., 0.5, 0.5 , yielding a dominant share of 0.5 for n 2 .
The above method avoids the previously given starvation scenario. Consider the allocation given by Figure 4(b) . If n 2,1 finishes a task, it will be allocated a new task since its dominant share will go below 50%, making the parent's dominant share go-through rescalingbelow 50% as well. Similarly, if any other job finishes a task, the resources are offered back to it.
While rescaling helps the above example, it alone is not enough to achieve static H-DRF allocations, as minimization can give an unfair advantage to certain nodes as the following example shows. The hierarchy in Figure 5(a) has the static H-DRF allocation given by Figure 5(b) . The first resource is the most demanded and will saturate first. At that point, every leaf is allocated 1 3 of its dominant share. Thereafter, only leaves n 3,2 and n 4,1 can still run more tasks, so the rest of the second resource is split evenly between them.
H-DRF with rescaling only (the algorithm described thus far) will, however, yield the following allocation:
33%
Job n 3,1
Job n 4,1
Job n 3,2
66%
It allocates tasks similarly until the first resource becomes saturated. But rescaling will always normalize n 3,2 's dominant share to that of n 3,1 , i.e., to 1 3 . As soon as another task is assigned to n 4,1 , n 4 's dominant share will be higher than n 3 's, resulting in all remaining GPU resources being repeatedly allocated to n 3,2 . Thus, in the final allocation n 3,2 gets 2 3 of GPUs, while n 4,1 gets only 1 3 of the GPUs. We address this problem next. Ignoring Blocked Nodes. When rescaling to attribute internal node consumption, dynamic H-DRF should only consider non-blocked nodes for rescaling. A leaf node (job) is blocked if either (i) any of the resources it requires are saturated, or (ii) the node is non-demanding, i.e., does not have more tasks to launch. Recall, that a resource is saturated when it is fully utilized. An internal node is blocked if all of its children are blocked. The three aforementioned steps required to compute an internal node's resource consumption vector are modified as follows. First, pick the minimum dominant share, M, among non-blocked nodes. Second, only every nonblocked node's resource consumption vector is rescaled such that its dominant share is M. Third, all nodes'-blocked as well as non-blocked-vectors are added to get the parent's resource consumption vector. Furthermore, we ignore saturated resources when computing the dominant share of any internal node.
The above modification will now ensure that the example in Figure 5(a) is correct, i. e., the algorithm will yield the static H-DRF allocation given in Figure 5(b) . To see this, the algorithm will behave the same until the first saturation point, as there will be no blocked jobs. When the first resource saturates, every job has a dominant share of 1 3 . Since n 3,1 is blocked on CPU, its dominant share will not be used during rescaling. Thus, n 3 's dominant share will thereafter be equal to n 3,2 's. Therefore, the remainder of GPUs will be equally allocated to n 3,2 and n 4 , yielding the static H-DRF allocation in Just ignoring blocked nodes, without rescaling, will not be sufficient to achieve static H-DRF allocations. To see this, consider the example in Figure 4 (a), where job n 2,1 eventually gets starved because its resources are given to n 1,1 in a dynamic system. Recall that the problem was that the internal node n 2 was attributed to have a dominant share of 100%. Ignoring blocked nodes indeed will ensure that n 2,1 is not starved, as n 2,2 is blocked, giving n 2 a dominant share equal to that of n 2,1 . If we, however, modify the example so that n 2,1 demands 1, ε , ignoring blocked nodes alone will no longer suffice. Each time n 2,1 finishes a task 1, ε , some amount of both resources is released. Thus, n 2,2 is no longer blocked as there are no saturated resources. Thus, n 2 's dominant share will again be close to 100%. Rescaling will, however, remedy the problem as n 2,2 is scaled back to n 2,1 , ensuring that CPUs are split equally between n 1,1 and n 2,1 .
Final Dynamic H-DRF Algorithm Algorithm 2 puts together the ideas that were derived in this section, i.e., naive H-DRF modified with rescaling to minimum nodes, and ignoring blocked nodes. It begins by recursively computing the rescaled dominant shares based on the demanding leaves (Algorithm 3) and then applies the same allocation procedure as in the static version based on the rescaled dominant shares (Algorithm 4). Note that the recompilation of the rescaled dominant shares can be simplified when the set of available resources has not changed; however for simplicity of presentation we ignore this below.
To compare the static and the dynamic H-DRF, consider a simple dynamic model of system behavior. Begin with no resources assigned and run the dynamic H-DRF where tasks can complete at arbitrary times and whenever there are resources available they are iteratively allocated according to dynamic H-DRF. We assume that tasks are small since allocations are done by small slices. We then compare dynamic H-DRF with the static allocation at times when there are no excess resources, except those which are not useful to any of the leaves. Under To see why this result holds, we first note that by the monotonicity of the static allocations of resources (discussed in more detail after Theorem 2), for the initial allocation of resources, before any tasks complete, the function Alloc(W) n i = n r while n i is not a leaf node (job) do n j = node with lowest dominant share s j in C(n i ), which also has a task in its subtree that can be scheduled using W n i = n j
update leaf only To complete the analysis we need to show that when a (very small) task completes it is reallocated to the leaf that completed it. It is clear that this occurs for any task that has the same set of resources as the last task allocated in the static H-DRF. It is also true for other completed tasks.
To see why, consider a leaf that was one of the first to be blocked in the static H-DRF allocation by the complete allocation of a resource r. Define s to be the dominant resource shares for the nodes at that instant, s to be the shares after the release of the task and s * the shares at the completion of the static H-DRF. Since the static H-DRF allocation is monotonic, s ≤ s * . However, if we consider the final allocation under static H-DRF but assume that r is demanding, then by the rescaling rule the dominant resource shares will be s . This implies that s is smaller than s for all parents of the leaf that completed the task and unchanged for all other nodes, which implies that the algorithm will allocate the task back to the node that released it. One can apply this argument inductively to show that it works in general.
Allocation Properties
The previous section showed that a simple approach to supporting hierarchies in DRF failed to provide certain guarantees and proposed H-DRF, which satisfies those. This section discusses several important properties of H-DRF and provides intuitions behind these properties.
The reasoning of H-DRF will be based on the static version of H-DRF which is easier to analyze and as we discussed in the previous section, the static and dynamic versions of H-DRF lead to the same allocations. The key idea behind the analysis of the static H-DRF allocation procedure is that it can be viewed as a water filling algorithm, with multiple types of "water" and carefully adjusted flow rates at each node. Then we use the monotonicity of water filling, since as the algorithm runs, the allocation of leaf nodes is increased monotonically. Since dominant shares are being equalized whenever possible, the sooner a leaf becomes blocked the lower its dominant share will be.
The static H-DRF algorithm does not depend on the scaling of a leaf's requirements, 3GB, 2CPUs is treated the same as 6GB, 4CPUs , so we can simplify our analysis by assuming that the requirement for every dominant resource is 1 and also that the total amount of each resource is 1.
Hierarchical Share Guarantees
In the previous section we saw job starvation with naive H-DRF and that both naive H-DRF and Collapsed Hierarchies violated the group guarantees for internal nodes in the hierarchy. The Hierarchical Share Guarantee (defined in Section 2) precludes such violations. We now show that static (and hence dynamic) H-DRF satisfies these.
Theorem 2 Static H-DRF allocations satisfy the Hierarchical Share Guarantee property.
This guarantee implies that the allocation satisfies the so-called Sharing incentive, which implies that every node prefers the H-DRF allocation to splitting the entire system among the nodes. For example, given the hierarchy in Figure 4 , both n 1 and n 2 prefer the H-DRF allocation to receiving half of the total resources.
To see why this result is true, consider a modified problem where we add a single additional resource with demand 1 to all the leaves. Now, consider running the static algorithm until the first time where this resource is fully utilized. At this instant it is easy to see recursively that every node has received exactly its hierarchical share guarantee. Now, compare this allocation to that without the extra resource. Until the point where the extra resource is fully utilized, the allocations on the other resources are unchanged. Thus, by monotonicity of the water filling, each node will end up with as good or better an allocation than the modified one.
Group Strategyproofness
Somewhat surprisingly, the original DRF [1] paper showed that in the multi-resource setting users can manipulate schedulers by artificially using more resources. This is a problem that does not occur in single-resource settings, but is an important concern in the multiresource setting.
In the context of hierarchical scheduling, other manipulations become natural. For example, users within an organization could collude, coordinating their manipulations. To prevent these problems we require that the allocation mechanism satisfy group strategyproofness, a hierarchical extension of group strategyproofness.
Definition An allocation mechanism is group strategyproof if no group of users can misrepresent their resource requirements in such a way that all of them are weakly better off 4 and at least one of them is strictly better off.
Theorem 3 H-DRF allocations satisfy group strategyproofness.
To understand this result, again consider stopping the static H-DRF algorithm at the time where the first resource becomes saturated. If one of the leaves that is blocked at this point were to decrease its requirement for some of its non-dominant resources then the blocking time would not change and that leaf would receive less of the resources with the decreased requirements leading to a decrease in number of jobs. Alternatively, the leaf node could try to increase its requirement for some of its non-dominant resources. Two cases are possible in this scenario -either this would not change the first blocking time and the leaf would get more resources, but would not be able to utilize them as their allocation of their dominant resource would be unchanged, or alternatively, one of these non-dominant resources might block first, but then the leaf would get even less of their dominant resource. Thus we see that one of the first blocked leaves can not increase its allocation by lying about its requirements. One can also see that no group of first blocked leaves can lie so that all get better allocations by the same reasoning. Lastly, combining the recursive nature of the algorithm with the time monotonicity of the water filling it is straightforward to show that the same reasoning applies to all leaves independent of their first blocking time.
Other properties
The previous sections covered the most important properties of H-DRF. Here we briefly mention two other properties: recursive scheduling and population monotonicity.
Recursive Scheduling.
Definition Recursive scheduling: It should be possible to replace any sub-tree in the hierarchy tree with another scheduler.
Recursive scheduling is useful in many ways and allows one to modify a procedure by changing the algorithm on specified nodes of the tree. This allows any suborganizations the autonomy to use alternative allocation rules e.g., FIFO, Fair, etc if they so wish.
Theorem 4 H-DRF allocations satisfy Recursive scheduling. 4 By weakly better off we mean that no one is worse off. The replacement of H-DRF at some internal node with some other allocation rule may clearly impact the sharing incentive and strategy proofness for all children of that node, but does not in the other parts of the tree.
Population Monotonicity.
Definition Population monotonicity: Any node exiting the system should not decrease the resource allocation to any other node in the hierarchy tree.
In other words, in a shared cluster, any job completion should not affect the dominant resource share of any other node or job. This is important because job completions are frequent in a large cluster. Unfortunately, this does not hold for H-DRF. But this is because population monotonicity is incompatible with the share guarantee.
Theorem 5 H-DRF allocations do not satisfy Population monotonicity. Figure 7 : Resource allocations to the leaf nodes in Figure 6 , when all three leaf nodes -n 1,1 , n 2,1 and n 2,2 are demanding (left), and when only n 1,1 and n 2,1 is demanding (right)
Thus, when a user or organization in the hierarchy tree becomes non-demanding, other nodes may receive a lower share of their dominant resource. Let us consider the simple hierarchy shown in Figure 6 . HDRF gives n 1 60% share of its dominant resource (CPUs) when all three leaf nodes are demanding (Figure 7 ). If n 2,2 were to become non-demanding, the dominant resource share of n 1 reduces to 50%, since both queues n 1 and n 2 now have the same dominant resource. The intuition behind why H-DRF is not population monotonic is that the dominant resource of an internal node might change when any of it's children nodes becomes non-demanding resulting in reduction of dovetailing.
Evaluation
We evaluate H-DRF by deploying a prototype on a 50-server EC2 cluster running hadoop-2.0.2-alpha [21] and through trace-driven simulations. We modify hadoop-2.0.2-alpha to add support for GPUs as a resource. The H-DRF implementation in our prototype is singlethreaded and centralized. H-DRF maintains a headroom equal to the size of the largest task on each server, to ensure that large tasks do not get starved out.
We first demonstrate fair sharing in H-DRF through a simple experiment. Then, we compare the performance of H-DRF to the Capacity Scheduler provided in Hadoop [6] . Finally, we compare the job performance metrics of H-DRF to that of hierarchical slot-based fair schedulers ( [9] ) through an example workload on our prototype, and through a simulation of a 10-day Facebook trace.
Notation: Jobs are only submitted to the leaf nodes in the shown hierarchies. Every job has the same resource requirements for all its tasks. In this section, the notation i, j, k denotes i GB of memory, j CPUs and k GPUs. We illustrate fair share allocation by H-DRF on a simple example. Consider the hierarchy tree shown in Figure 8 . We use 49 Amazon EC2 servers in this experiment, configuring hadoop to use 16GB memory and 4 CPUs and 4 GPUs on each server. The weights of parent nodes n 1 :n 2 as 4:1. The weights for all other nodes are equal to 1. One long running job (2000 tasks) is submitted to each of the leaves in the hierarchy. Each task in the jobs submitted to n 1,1 , n 1,2 , n 2,1 and n 2,2 have n-{1,1} n-{1,2} n-{2,1} n-{2,2} n 1,1 n 1,2 n 2,1 n 2,2 Figure 9 : Resource sharing between the leaf nodes shown in Figure 8 resource requirements 1, 1, 0 , 1, 0, 1 , 1, 1, 0 and 1, 1, 0 respectively. Thus, the dominant resource of n 1,1 , n 2,1 and n 2,2 is CPU, while the dominant resource of n 1,2 is GPU. Figure 9 shows the dominant share allocated by H-DRF to the various leaf nodes in the hierarchy across time. Between 200-300s all leaf nodes are active. The job submitted to n 1,1 ends at 350s, n 2,2 at 400s, n 2,1 at 550s and finally n 1,2 at 600s.
Hierarchical Sharing
Weighted proportional fair sharing of dominant resources: The 4:1 ratio of weights between n 1 and n 2 requires that all children of n 1 combined should receive 0.8 share of the cluster. When all four leaf nodes in the hierarchy are active (between 200-300s), this is indeed the case. n 1,1 gets 0.8 share of the CPUs (its dominant resource) , while n 2,1 and n 2,2 receive a share of 0.1 each, making the total share of CPUs received by parent n 2 0.2 ( i.e., exactly 1/4th that of n 1 ). Thus, H-DRF delivers proportional dominant resource sharing between all sibling nodes in this hierarchy. Also note that instead of n 1,2 receiving a 0.8 share of the GPUs in the cluster (its dominant resource), it receives a share of 1.0 because no other node in the hierarchy is contending for the cluster's GPUs. All the CPUs and GPUs in the cluster consumed by tasks demonstrates that H-DRF achieves a pareto-efficient 5 allocation.
Normalization in H-DRF: n 1,2 's dominant share of 1.0 does not affect the sharing between n 1,1 , n 2,1 and n 2,2 . H-DRF normalizes the share of n 1,2 to 0.8 to calculate the total allocation vector of n 1 .
Sharing of resources between sibling queues: Once n 1,1 completes at 300s, its resources are taken over by n 2,1 and n 2,2 , taking their dominant resource (CPU) share to 0.5 each. The share of n 1,2 remains 1.0 because none of the other nodes require GPUs. This demonstrates the sibling sharing property where a node can increase its share to take advantage of a non-demanding sibling. This property is also exhibited when n 2,2 finishes at 400s, and n 2,1 increases its share to use all the CPUs in the cluster. In this section, we show that starvation does indeed occur when current open-source schedulers are used. We do so by running a workload and comparing the performance of the H-DRF prototype implementation to the Capacity scheduler implemented in Hadoop 2.0.2-alpha [6] . The Capacity scheduler performs hierarchical multi-resource scheduling in Hadoop in the manner described in §3.3. Our cluster consists of 50 Amazon EC2 servers, each configured to have 6 GB memory, 4 CPU cores and 1 GPU (Total 300GB, 200 cores and 50 GPUs). We run three schedulers -(i) an unchanged implementation of the Capacity Scheduler (henceforth named C.S-Current, and which is not pareto efficient), (ii) the pareto-efficient implementation of the same scheduler (Pareto-Efficient-C.S) and (iii) H-DRF, on the same workload and compare throughput and job response times.
Comparison to existing
Hierarchy Tree: The hierarchy tree chosen for this experiment is based on typical hierarchies seen by Cloudera, a cloud-based company with hundreds of customers running hierarchical scheduling, and is shown in Figure  10 .
Input Workload: The input job schedule has the same job size distribution as a 10-day Facebook trace (collected in 2010). Table 1 shows the job sizes of the input job schedule in our experiment and the Facebook trace. We create a 100-job schedule by sampling job sizes 6 from the enterprise trace. If the sampled job has memory as its dominant resource in the Facebook trace, it is configured to use 1.5 GB memory per task, else it is configured to use 1 GB memory per task. All jobs request one CPU core and no GPUs per task, except the jobs submitted to n 1,2 which request one GPU core and no CPU. The 100 jobs are divided into six groups to be submitted to each of the leaf nodes in the hierarchy. The ten large jobs (>500 tasks) are divided between nodes n 1,1 , n 1,2 and n 3,1 , while the smaller jobs (<500 tasks) are divided between the leaf nodes of n 2 . The order of the jobs submitted to the leaves is kept the same across the different experiments. Each leaf node runs its next job as soon as the previous one finishes. The jobs are written to precisely use the amount of memory and CPU specified. 7 .
Comparison Metrics: We compare two metrics for the three schedulers. First we note the throughput of each leaf node in terms of the number of its tasks running at any point. Second, we calculate the improvement in job response time in H-DRF as compared to the other two schedulers. The percentage improvement in job response time for H-DRF is calculated as how much earlier the same job completed in H-DRF as compared to the other scheduler, as a percentage of the job duration time in the other scheduler. 8 Comparison against C.S-Current: C.S-Current uses the naive H-DRF technique ( §3.3) and tries to equalize the dominant share allocation between every pair of sibling nodes. However, it is not pareto-efficient because it stops allocating tasks to nodes as soon as any of the cluster resources is fully utilized. The consequence is that once all the CPUs in the cluster become utilized, 6 number of tasks 7 Note that due to some tasks requiring only 1GB of memory, there may be enough memory left over in each server after allocating four CPU-based tasks to allocate a GPU task 8 Due to a higher throughput obtained by H-DRF in some cases, a particular job may start much earlier in H-DRF than in the other schedulers, leading to the percentage improvement in job response time to be more than 100% (a) Throughput of leaf nodes under the current implementation of the Capacity Scheduler (C.S-Current), Capacity Scheduler modified to be Pareto-efficient(Pareto-Efficient-C.S), and H-DRF for the hierarchy tree in Figure 10 . C.S-current stops scheduling tasks of n 1,2 (which uses GPUs) even though there are enough resources in the cluster for it to increase its share. Thus, n 1,2 , whose dominant resource share is 21/50 = 0.42, is pinned down to roughly the dominant resource share of n 1,1 (dominant share of 79/200 ≈ 0.40) (see Figure 11a ). H-DRF, on the other hand, is Pareto-efficient and allows n 1,2 to increase its dominant share beyond that of n 1,1 . The throughput of the remaining nodes are roughly equal for both schedulers. H-DRF improves its job response times for n 1,2 by almost 250% on the average (Figure 11b ). 9 Comparison against Pareto-Efficient-C.S: We then modified C.S-Current to enable pareto-efficiency by adding support for non-usage of an available resource, by removing task reservations on servers, and by continuing scheduling tasks if there exists leaf nodes that do not demand the saturated resources. On each server we maintain a headroom equal to the resources required by the largest task 10 to ensure that a task with large resource demands does not get starved out by tasks with 9 Note that C.S-current behaves exactly like H-DRF and is paretoefficient when every task uses at least some portion of every cluster resource. 10 In this case 1.5, 1, 1 smaller demands (the reason for task reservations in the C.S-Current). Figure 11a shows that in Pareto-Efficient-C.S (which is now exactly the naive H-DRF technique in §3.3), n 1,2 's share increases beyond its sibling's share to use almost all the GPUs in the cluster. However, the increase in n 1,2 's share also increases the dominant resource share of its parent node n 1 to 1.0. In an attempt to raise n 2 and n 3 's dominant share to match that of n 1 , Pareto-Efficient-C.S allocates any new CPU cores vacated by a finishing task of n 1,1 to a leaf node of n 2 or n 3 . The starvation of n 1,1 gets so dire that its median throughput in Pareto-Efficient-C.S drops to just 1 task, with its fair share being divided among the remaining leaf nodes. The increased share for the leaf nodes of n 2 and n 3 leads to an improvement in their job response times over H-DRF. n 1,1 only achieves its fair share once all jobs of n 1,2 finish, resulting in H-DRF finishing jobs 413% faster.
Comparison to hierarchical slot-based Fairness: Prototype and Simulation Results
Slot-based schedulers divide a server's resources equally into a pre-defined number of slots, and assign one task to each slot with the objective of equalizing the number of tasks allocated to any pair of sibling nodes. Assigning a task to a slot without enforcing that the task's resource requirements be lesser than the slot size, can lead to under or over-subscription of server resources depending on the slot count per server and the task sizes (as shown in [1] ). Over-subscription of memory on a server may lead to thrashing which will dramatically reduce throughput and job response times. In section 5.3.1 we quantify the benefits of H-DRF over slot-based schedulers through our prototype implementation, and in section 5.3.2 through simulation. We use a 50-server Amazon EC2 cluster, each server having 7 GB memory and 8 CPUs. We configure each server to use 6 GB of memory ( leaving 1 GB to be used by the Operating System). Each server is configured to behave as having 4 CPUs and 4 GPUs. We use the same job schedule and node hierarchy as the previous section ( §5.2) and use the same definition of percentage improvement in job response time, except that we set the weight of n 3 to 2 in each run. We compare H-DRF against three possible configurations of the hierarchical slot scheduler -with 4, 5 and 6 slots per server.
Prototype results
The job schedule completes execution in 1379 , 1446, 1514 and 1732 seconds for H-DRF, 4-slot, 5-slot and 6-slot scheduling respectively. Figure 12 shows the percentage improvement in job response times obtained by H-DRF over slot scheduling. H-DRF can more efficiently pack jobs in a cluster, ensuring superior throughput and resulting in jobs finishing quicker. The 4-slot case gets worse for larger jobs because its throughput is lower than that of H-DRF. Since small jobs finish in a single wave, the increased throughput in H-DRF does not play a significant role in the comparison against 4-slots. From 5-slots onwards, small jobs (a majority of which use 1.5 GB memory for each of their tasks) encounter thrashing due to the slot scheduler overcommitting the amount of memory on the server. The 6-slot scheduler also encounters thrashing for smaller jobs, but by virtue of packing more tasks per server, its performance improves for larger jobs. We also use a trace-driven simulator to compare H-DRF to slot scheduling. We use the same configuration as reported in [23] . The input to the simulator was a 10-day trace from a 2000-server cluster at Facebook. We simulate the trace on a 1200-node cluster in order to achieve high utilization and make fairness a relevant concern. The simulator re-creates the exact resource usage and time taken by each job in the Facebook trace.
Simulation results
In the trace, we found that memory requirements of each job could vary up to 9 GB, and CPU requirements up to 3 cores. Each server was configured to have 32 GB memory, 16 CPUs, in addition to which 200 of the servers had 16 GPUs. We use the same hierarchy as shown in Figure 10 . Each leaf node was assumed to have 25 users submitting a mixed workload (small jobs and large jobs), with inter-arrival times sampled from the Facebook trace. The time of submission of a job was kept the same across all the experiments. If jobs got queued at a leaf node, they were served in a first-in-firstout manner. The simulation was stopped at 604800 seconds (or 1 week) , and the improvement in job response time achieved by H-DRF among completed jobs as compared to the slot scheduler with 10, 12 and 14 slots was computed. As shown in Figure 13 , H-DRF improved the response times over hierarchical slot scheduling by 44-83% by achieving higher utilization.
Our work builds on the notion of Dominant Resource Fairness [1] . DRF guarantees multi-resource fairness only for non-hierarchical systems, and has been extended to other non-hierarchical settings such as in [10, 11, 12, 13] . H-DRF extends the concept of Dominant Resource Fairness to the hierarchical setting, and provides new properties such as group-strategy proofness.
Hierarchical scheduling has been studied in many fields of Computer Science such as in networking [24] to allocate bandwidth between different classes of flows, in Operating Systems [25, 26] to support isolation and performance guarantees to different classes of applications. Ensuring storage performance requirements for different sub-organizations in a company arranged in a hierarchical fashion has been studied in [27] . Hierarchical scheduling has also been studied in grid computing for multi-grid resource allocation and management [28, 29] . Hierarchical schedulers such as Fair [9] and Capacity [6] have been implemented in Hadoop. The Hadoop Fair scheduler assigns resources at the slot granularity, which might lead to underutilization or oversubscription of resources on a server. H-DRF considers multiple resources during its allocation decisions, and hence avoids these issues.
Finally, the Hadoop Next-Generation (YARN) [19] has recently added multi-resource DRF support to its Capacity scheduler [18] . Furthermore, there is a recent JIRA from Cloudera on implementing a new DRF-based fair scheduler [20] . As we showed in our evaluation, the hierarchical implementation of DRF in YARN can leave resources unallocated and sometimes starve jobs. Our implementation of H-DRF in YARN does not suffer from these problems.
Conclusion and Future Work
Hierarchical scheduling is an essential policy that is supported by most cloud schedulers. Recently, multiresource fairness has emerged as an important additional requirement for job scheduling to deal with heterogeneous workloads. For this reason, industry has developed two separate hierarchical schedulers for Hadoop YARN. Unfortunately, we show that they suffer from either job starvation or leave some resource unallocated despite demand. This is because multi-resource fairness introduces new challenges for hierarchical scheduling. We have proposed H-DRF, which is a hierarchical multiresource scheduler for Hadoop. Our evaluation shows that it outperforms the traditional slot scheduling, and does not suffer from starvation and inefficiencies.
H-DRF presents several areas for future research. First, H-DRF does not deal with issues arising out of task placement constraints. The notion of dominant resource fairness under placement constraints is still an open question. Second, H-DRF's allocation vector update step may require recomputing the dominant shares of every other node in the hierarchy. This might be computationally expensive in a hierarchy with a large number of nodes. Third, pre-emptions could be added to H-DRF to enable nodes achieve their dominant shares faster.
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